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Can the dead come back to life? While many scientists
assure us that they cannot, the empty grave of Christ
assures us that in Him everyone who trusts in His saving
work on the cross of Calvary will live bodily with Him
forever. When modern science tries to raise doubts about
the bodily resurrection of Christ, just keep in mind that
science cannot even explain the miracle of the seed.
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Any seed, whether an ordinary bean seed, an acorn or a coconut, is a marvel of life.
Consider the oak tree. Within the acorn, weighing less than an ounce, is a tiny embryonic
oak tree, enough nutrition to get the young tree started on its own and all of the coded
information needed not only to direct the start of growth, but to also guide the design and
development of tons and tons of tree! Lotus seeds can remain alive and sprout for up to
1,000 years!
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If it had been up to the first plant to figure out how to accomplish this miracle by trial and
error, we would still be waiting for the first seed to develop! But Scripture solves this
problem for us by clearly stating that God is the author of all life! Besides Scripture's
clear statement on the matter, it seems most unscientific to say that the tiny, packaged
bundle of life we call a seed was not carefully designed and created but came about by
chance.
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And as the seed in the ground shakes off its old, dry coat to burst forth in vibrant new
life, let each of us look to Christ to shake off the old and decayed and allow Him to place
on us the vibrant new life He gives us through His resurrection.
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Prayer: Lord, Your empty grave speaks louder than all the words of doubters. Let me
truly show forth the new life You have given me so that the hearts of doubters may be
opened to You. Amen.
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Notes: Pope, Jon Cedar. 1979. Carrying an immature plant through time and space. Science Digest,
May. p. 60. Photo: Lotus seeds.
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